Part 2

Mary and Peter are talking to their father. Listen to the conversation. The conversation will be played two times. When you hear a beep (beep), tick the best answer.

You now have 10 seconds to read the questions. (10-second music)

The conversation will begin now.

[Mary and Peter: Hi, Dad.

Dad: Hi, kids. Wow, did I go into the wrong house?! The house is so neat and tidy! (surprisingly)

Peter: It’s because we cleaned the house.

Narrator: Question 1. What is the house like? // (beep) (5-second pause)

Dad: That’s great! Well done, children. (happily)

Narrator: Question 2. How does Dad feel? // (beep) (5-second pause)

Mary: Dad, you must be very tired. Let me get your slippers for you.

Peter: And let me get the newspaper for you.

Dad: Hm... there must be something wrong. The two of you are so helpful today. (puzzled)

Narrator: Question 3. How does Dad feel? // (beep) (5-second pause)

Mary: Dad, here are your slippers and newspaper.

Dad: Oh, wait, where are my lovely fish?

Peter: They’re... they’re... in your bedroom. (scared)


Dad: Let me see... Oh, no! Oh, my fish... what happened to them?

Mary: Sorry, Dad. Both Peter and I fed the fish. I think they ate too much.

Dad: But I’ve told you that the fish eat very little! How could you two forget? (angrily)

Narrator: Question 5. What happened to the fish in the end? // (beep) (5-second pause)
Dad: I can’t believe this. The two of you can’t watch television tonight!

Mary: But Dad, I want to watch… All right… (sadly)

Narrator: Question 6. How does Mary feel? // (beep) (5-second pause)

Dad: Listen, I’m very tired now. I have to take a rest. Remember, don’t turn on the television.

Mary: Too bad we can’t watch TV.

Peter: There’s nothing to do… (bored)


Mary: What can we do now? We’re not allowed to watch TV. Do you want to play puzzles or card games?

Peter: What about playing computer games?

Mary: Yes, that’s a great idea! (excited)

Narrator: Question 8. What do Mary and Peter want to do? // (beep) (5-second pause)

Listen to the conversation again and check your answers. The conversation will begin now.

Repeat [ ].

This is the end of Part 2.

This is the end of the listening test.